YARDI PHARMACY NETWORK

Deliver a higher standard of medication services

Join the Yardi Pharmacy Network and gain access to a growing market of senior living providers that are using Yardi eMAR. Through seamless interfaces, Pharmacy Network members can enhance medication administration for their client communities.

GAIN MARKET EXPOSURE
Get noticed by thousands of providers across the country.

STREAMLINE DISPENSING
Connect to communities for order processing and refill requests.

SIMPLIFY COMMUNICATION
Secure online messaging tools reduce faxes and phone calls.
YARDI PHARMACY NETWORK

FEATURES

SOFTWARE INTERFACES
Yardi integrates with top pharmacy systems, including QS/1, FrameworkLTC and Omnicare.

ON-SITE TRAINING
Yardi implementation staff take an active role in training caregivers during go-lives.

PHARMACY CENTRIC
Pharmacists own the data and push medication orders to communities from their side.

ONGOING SUPPORT
Rely on our experienced specialists for technical assistance and timely resolution.

BECOME A PHARMACY NETWORK MEMBER

Connect with the increasing number of senior living providers that are choosing Yardi eMAR and the Yardi Senior Living Suite. Contact us to begin the certification process.

Yardi.com/Services/Pharmacies  Pharmacy@Yardi.com or (800) 866-1144
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